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Chap r!

Introduction

Statement of the Problem

Employment in the western world holds a central place in the life of the

individual. More specmcally, wage work enables -one to acquire social existence

and identity (Applebaum, 1995). Jahcx1a's study (1982) suggests that

employment also fost€rS positive soc~ psychological effects. It provides time

structure, increased social relationships, and feeJings of purpose and

achievement.

For over half of the 9 million Americans with developmental disabilities

however, employment has not been a r~ity. In a national consumer survey,

people with developmental disabilities were interviewed (N=5,461). Of those

surveyed 52% were unemployed (McGaughey, Kierman, McNaIl-y and GWlmore~

1993). The complexity of our society in the 1990s has brought about new

problems for this population. -Kirby (l99Z) found-that decltAe in agr-icuItur-aI

employment and manufacturing jobs as well as reduced availability of public

transportation has decreased the types -of empl&fment avaUable to people. with

developmental disabilities. Programs and policies that help to provide

employment opportunities for this population are epecially needed.

The reality of balanced budget and deficit reductions has mandated critical

choices on the allocation of ga.vernment funds. The proposed budget for 2002

by the United States Congress plans for reductions In Medicare, Medicaid,

education, welfare, housing and employment. TIle reductions of mOAies for

employment include rehabilitation programs and supported services (Croser,

1996). "Given the extraordinary budgetMK:it that this country has grown in the

past 15 years we no longer have the luxury to fund programs which do not yield

meaningfuf outcomes" (Wehmen, West, -K-r-egel -& Kane, 1996, p. 2). Cur-rently,
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the United States has experienc-ed a surplus budget. The debate continues

regardi(lg how these funds are to be utilized. There is still pressure to reduce

spending in some areas toaHow a reduction -in~al taxes.

Parents, caregivers and people with developmental disabilities themselves

are concerned about the impact these ~eductiORS will have on employment

opportunities, wages and quality of life. Recognizing the need to assess the

outcomes of state programs, Mr. Nils Rkhardson the director of the sheltered

workshop in Payne County, asked that a research project be done that would

look at the outcomes of State Use Law ~n -Oklahoma. This research project

incorporated evaluation of economic outcomes, process evaluations (including

the physical settings, organizational st-ructures and language adopted by the

services within those settings), as well as interv"ews by the workers with

developmental disabilibes. This is support~ve of the more inclusive and holistic

outcome studies for this population as suggested by McVilly and Rawlinson

(1998).

Objective

This study is a descr~pt~ve evatuatkm of the outcomes of State Use law in

Oklahoma. It includes the economic impact of this law on individuals with

developmental disabilities employed through state use contracts, and the state

of Oklahoma. Additionally, it looks at the types of employment this law has

provided and the experiences and feelings about this employment by the

workers with developmental disabilities.

The foundation of this research is based on the interactionist perspective

that meanings arise from the social interaction with others. The beliefs about

people with developmental disabftit~s wilt be addr-essed, including a historical
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overview. Additionally, the meaning -of employment will be considered for the

general population and for people with developmental disabilities. The

Normalization Theory and The Normative -.f-cooomic Theory will be rev~wed,

which are the underlying philosophies of State Use Law.

Definition-Gf Terms

It is necessary to define terms that will be used throughout this thesis.

First, developmental disabUities (DDs) -is a severe, chronic physica~ or mental

disability manifested before the age of twenty-two that results in substantial

functional limitations in three or more -areas of major life activity such as bathing,

dressing, eating, and tolieting (Szymanski, E. and Hanley-Maxwell,C., 1996).

Employment is any work for which ORe -r-ec-eives wages. specmc definitions of

employment terms for people with developmental disabilities will be defined from

the Association of Retarded Citizens. Inclusion ~s defined as receiving wages

and benefits commensurate with people without disabilities in similar positions,

having equal access to promotk>ns -and work benefits offered to others,

participating in the work place social life, and choosing jobs rather than being

"placed" with no participation in the job seJectk)n.

Competitive or integrated employment is the environment where

most workers do not have dsabiUties and where time-limited supports are

provided. This means there may be initial help in the worker adjusting to the

workplace, learning a particular skill, or helping estabUsh transportation.

However, within a few months not to exceed one year, the support is no longer

provided. Supported employment ~s the same type of environment but

there is on-going support for someone with developmental disabilities.

Sheltered employment is where most workers have disabmties and there is
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<;:Qntinuous support and supervision. A day care habilitation facility is an

environment where most workers have disabilit-ies, but the primary focus is on

psycho-social skills and activities of daily living. Recreational activities are

provided and professional therapies are avaHable when necessary such as

physical therapy or occupational therapy (McGaughey, et al., 1995).
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Perspective

The theoreticaJ foundation for this r-esearch study ~s Symbolic

Interactionism and Normalization. These theories and their particular methods

have implications which address employment environments and the €xper-iences

and feelings of people with devefopmental disabilities. Both of these ideologies

rest on the assumptk>n that one's growth and development occ-ur through a

shared interaction process with others. Additionally, the Normative Theory of

economics was considered to understand the economic basis for Oklahoma's

State Use law.

Symbolic Interactionism

The theoretical' framework for Symbolic Interactionism was formally

presented with speciffC premises and methodology by Herbert .Blumer (1969).

However, the foundation of this perspective developed from a synthesis of ideas

from several scholars. Charles H. Cooley (1964) was one of the first philosophers

who began to look critically at tile individuals within the "thing" called society

and social organizations. He Iook-ed at the ways in which people communicate

with each other and how relationships develop. Cooley recognized that humans

have a unique ability to assign -meanings and interpretations of this

communication. This is accomplished by words, facial expressions, and gestures

(Ritzer, 1983). John Dewey in his work Mind. Experience and Behavior found

that thinking influences the actions of individuals. Through the thinking process

people can rehearse the differ€llt alternatives available to them (Rothman,

1998).

George Herbert Mead in his lectures at the University of Chicago

incorporated ideas from Cooley's view of seJf and Dewey's view of thinking.
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Mead further expanded on Cooley's ideas about the self. He divided the self into

two phases or components, the I and Me. The Me is the expressed self

incorporating understandings, expectations, -and meanings common to the social

group. The I responds to that expression, the interaction and reaction of others,

making subjective values on the Me. The~ then might be changed or altered

if needed (Rothman, 1998).

Blumer (1969) combined these lectures of Mead with the different ideas

from the various philosophers, and formaUzed the ideology of Symbolic

Interactionlsm. Its· foundation was three basic premises. First, human beings

act toward symbols on the basis of their -meanings. second, these meanings

arise from the social interaction one has with others. Finally, meanings are

handled in and modified through -the ~nterpretive process of individuals -as they

reflect on the meanings of the symbols they encounter.

Blumer (1969) further -expanded -{;IPOO these 5tatements regar-ding actions.

Human actions are only understood as meanings of actions are understood. The

sources of these meanings are not "natwally Intrinsic"; rather meaning evolves

out of the ways in which other persons act toward It. This process occurs In two

steps. FIrst, the aet-ors indicate to themselves the symbols toward wrnch they

are acting. This is an internalized social process of communicating with one's

self. Meanings, then, become a formative pr-oc-ess that are used and revised for

the guidance and formation of actions. Actions occur in the various activities

that individuals -perform in their -daily ~ives, as they encounter others and deal

with various situations. Individuals may act singly, collectively, or as

representatives of others. The relationships derived from how people act toward

each other is the interactionist conceptualization of social structure. Social

structure is an ongoing process of fitting together the activities of its members.
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Additionally, individuals create meanings within various situations.

Thomas and Thomas (1928) suggested that how actors define their situation is

the reality of that situation for them. This is different from a social structure or

relationship that determines the actors actions or defines a specific reality,

Therefore, for a researcher to understand a particular social setting, the

researcher must come to understand the actors' definition of the situation

(Ritzer, 1996).

The second primary contribution of Herbert Blumer (1969) was the

methodology of Interactionfsm. Rather than the hypothesis testing, deductive

approach, Blumer (1969) felt that the inductive approach would be required. To

understand interactions, one must become familiar with the groups one wants to

study. No longer would it be possible to be detached and distant, but

exploration and inspectm wouk:I be necessary. Blumer (1969) described the

exploration process as an understanding of social life through use of direct

observation, Interviews, #stenklg to <:onversations, media, information, letters,

diaries, and public records. Furthermore, Blumer (1969) believed In utilizing a

few partidpants within the observation study who seemed weU-informed and

good observers to be part of discussion groups providing insights about

particular values or meanings in the -pattk:war groop of interest. following the

exploratory phase comes inspection or the reflection and examination of the data

collected, to look for <:ommon themes that emerge. ThIs combination of

exploration and inspection is the qualitative analysis or the naturalistic inquiry

(Ritzer, 1983),

This is the methodology suggested by McVilly and Rawlinson (1998), Hogg

and Mittler (1987), Bailey (1994) and incorporated partially by Wolfensberger

(1972) as being the best way to assess services for people with developmental

disabilities, Conducting interviews with Mviduats allows their voices to be
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heard. Failure to utHizea more natura~istic inquiry continues to exclude people

with developmental disabilities to be active participants in policies that affect

their own lives.

Normalization Theory

Normalization ideology owes its beginning to Bank-Mikkelsen, the head of

the Danish Mental Retardation service, who said that the mentally retarded

should be allowed to obtain an existence as close as is possible to the normal.

Wolfensberger (1972) utilized three main ideas in his concept of Normalization.

First, culturally valued means should be used to enable people with

developmental disabmties to live cultur~y vakJed lives. second, cu~turally

normative means should be used to offer persons life conditions at least as good

as that of the average cRicen, and to enhance or support their behavior,

appearances, experiences, status and reputation. Finally, the utilization of these

normative means should be used to enable or support behaviors, appearances,

experiences and interpretations which are as culturally normative as possible.

The goals of these position stat-ements were to change the "roles" of

persons who were mentally retarded. Historically their roles had included them as

being a menace to society, someone t-o be pitied or someone who was sick

requiring treatments and therapies (Trent, 1994). Instead, Wolfensberger

(1972) asserted that people with deveIopmenta~ disabilities were to be given the

dignity of normal roles as included members of society. They should be able to

live in homes, work at jobs and experieAc-e leisur-e activities (Wolfensberger,

1972). services should be provided in settings that afford maximum social

integration while allOWing appropriate~ of care and supervision. Education

and training should be prOVided that enables skills to be learned that are

expected of members of the -cu~ture (lakin, tim and Buininks,l986).
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In order to change the roles and expectations of those labeled "retarded"

Wolfensberger (1972) asserted that service providers must work with people who

are mentally retarded aRd help them ~m socially valued behaviors.

Additionally, these individuals must be integrated into culturally normative

settings. This would provide a framework for dignjty in allowing those who had

been so isolated to participate in the mainstream of American life (Trent, 1994).

Although some states had -created wGrkshops wjt-hin the community for those

who were developmentally disabled, many were mere~ baby-sitting facll"ties.

They provided nothing more than play actjvitres -because there was no paid work

available.

Wolfensberger (1972) established guidelines or ideals for the environment

of the work setting for people with developmental -disabilities. First, rather than

instruction by a powerful professional, there should be consultation about the

type of work desired. There sRoutd·be -opportunities provided to see all

available workshops or sheltered employment, allowing people with

developmental disabilities to make their own choices. 5ecoodly, the person

with developmental disabilities should be referred to as a "worker" rather than a

client. The meaning -of worker ~mplies st-r-ength and self respect, while client

might suggest someone who needs help and treatment. Further, the workshop

should resemble a workplace, not a -clink:. There should be policies in place

about dress, conduct, pay increase and rewards for increased production.

Finally, the work should be as interesting and challenging as possible. It should

provide preparation for the role as a worker in independent settings

(Wolfensberger, 1972).
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Normative Theory

Government involvement to provide equalization of employment

opportunities is based on the philosophical assumptions of The Normative

Theory. This perspective evolved in western economic thought. The

competitive market ~n a free mark€t: system ~s thought t{) be the best.

Competitive market failure is the failing of the achievement of the highest

possible level of social wet~--being for a~ members {)f society. It ~s the belief of

this ideology that government intervention be limited to demonstrated market

failure and that the ~ntervent~ ~s the -absGlut€ minimum needed (Tresch,

1982). C. Wright Mills (1959) recognized that when unemployment involves a

significant portion of a soc-iety, ~ndivktuals .must ~ook at the "structure of

opportunitiesl/ available to those individuals. It becomes futile to merely assess

the difficu~ties of each person.
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Chapter 3

Review of Literature

Historical Perspective

In Europe, prior to the American Revolution most children with disabilities

including those who were -bURd, -deaf, -mentally .fU er mentally-retarded were kept

qUietly at home or put away in state asylums. Following the revolution/ ideals

toward democracy €merged indoong -tak-ing -r-esfX)Osibility for those ~n need.

Philosophers such as Locke and Rousseau inspired some of the first special

education programs for those wit-h pRysiGal ~OO -ment.al handiGaps {-K-empton aAd

Kahn, 1991).

There was great optimism about education and in 1848 the first private

school was opened in Barre, MA. Two-~TS..Jat-er -the first public sc-hool~Aed

in Boston. Within the next forty years, twenty residential schools in fifteen states

were started. The underlying -belfef of -this -r-ooral-education was -t-he hope that

those with limited mental abilities could be made "normal" (Zigler, 1990).

Eventually, this positive outOOk began t-o -e-haAge. While the people who were

labeled feebleminded were teachable in some areas, the schools did not seem to

change the G¥erall limitations -of the students. few wer-e able to achieve

independence to live in the community. The parents were concerned about

bringing their children, now young men and young women, back home. There

were extremely few services and it seemed best that the schools keep these

now young adults. In 1894, the first <:-ustodial asylum was built in New York and

many states soon followed (Davies, 1930).

Some researchers began t-o hope that 5C-ience could eUminate the soda!

problem of low intelligence, looking to heredity to explain the problem. Dr.
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Gcx1dard published a history of the Kamkak family in 1912. Martin Kallikak, Sr.

dUring the revolutionary war! met a woman who was feebleminded. She had a

son who she named Martin. Dr. Goddald found that the son also had inherited

his mother's feeblemindedness. Dr. Goddard traced the ancestry of this man

Martin, Sr. through the 4ineage of this woman and found 143 "conclusively

proven feebleminded" 36 illegitimate children, 33 sexually immoral persons, 24

alcoholics, 3 epileptics! 3 cr-iminaffi, 8 k€eJ)erS of houses of iII-fame and 82 died in

infancy. The determination of the 143 as feebleminded was "some record or

memory is generally obtainable of how the person ~ived and how he conducted

himself, whether he was able to make a living, how he brought up his children,

what his reputation was in the community" (Davies, 1930, p.6S). The

descendants from the other woman that Martin, Sr. married (who was reported

to be a fine upstanding woman) were a~ normal minded and there were only 3

"black sheep" named among the 496. Other heredity studies of this type were

done of those famiUes wittl "defective stocklf Joerger, 1908; Estabrook, 1912;

Davenport & Danielson, 1912; Kite, 1913; Kostlr, 1916 (Davies, 1930).

British studies induding targe scale surveys of the care and cootrol of the

feebleminded were undertaken by the British Royal Commission. The report

filled eight volumes after four years of investigatkm. The summary of the

findings included that in a large portion of cases of feeblemindedness there was

a family history that included a parent or near r-elative. AdditionaUy, these studies

noted that besides the heredity factor, people who were feebleminded had larger

families. These studies were then reviewed by writers of popular books. One

such author, Lothrop Stoddard in his book The Revolt Against Civilization stated

"Feeblemindedness is a condition characterized by such traits as dilll intelligence,

low moral sense, lack of self-control, shiftlessness, improvidence, etc. It is

12



frequently associated with great physfcaj strength and vitaUty, so that

feebleminded persons breed rapidly, with no regard for consequences" (Davies,

1930, p 72). Other English authorities, Tr€dgold and Lapage also supported

American findings of the inheritance factor of feeblemindedness and the greater

fecundity of that population (Davies, 1930).

After the publication of the report by the British Royall Commission,

scientists and soc~ researchers began .JooIdAg at the <:orrelat-ion between

feeblemindedness and crime. The invention of the Binet-Simon Intelligence Test

allowed a numeri~ grading-:-scale to be assigned to mental age. These

researchers made the follOWing classifications of feeblemindedness: idiots,

mental age up to 2 years; imbec-iles, mental age 3-7 years inclusive; morons,

mental age 8-12 years inclusive. The last group was established because the

highest IQ score of persons in 1nst1tutions for the feebleminded was 12 years of

age. Thus it was assumed, that persons residing in the Institution meant they

were in fact feebleminded so the additional category was necessary. This

classification was adopted by the American Association for the Study of the

Feebleminded (DaVies, 1930).

Using this IQ test instrument, studies were done among those in prisons,

those admitting to akoholfsm, etc. There seemed to be strong correlation

between mental defect and crime. Ten states appointed investigating

communities to determine the €xtent of the problem and what could be done.

Two primary solutions emerged: life segregation and sterilization. Indiana was

the first state to adopt eugenk: st€riUzation in 1907. By January 1, 1926, 23

states had enacted such laws. During those 18 years 6,244 operations were

performed. It is not hard to understand why children looked on by society as

defective would be hidden or institutionalized. Families lost hope because

13



education was seen to be futile. Between 1920 and 1960 .farge, isolated

institutions were built and filled up capacity (Zigler, 1990).

During World War I, this same IQ t6t was administer-ed to those serving

in the United States army at that time. The results of tests revealed 47.3% of

the white men draft-ed were f-ound to have il mental age less than thirteen years

placing them in the feebleminded classification. While some accepted the "facts"

at face value and wondered about the futur-e of our country, n became -evident

that perhaps the definition or classification was inaccurate. The joint Mental

Deficiency C{)mmittee -of the -Boar<1 of Education aoo Board of Control in England

declared that the only satisfactory criterion for feeblemindedness is that which

incorporat-es the lack of mental development whkh r€Sults in an ffiCapability of

independent social adaptation which necessitates supervision. Therefore, the

reliance on men~criterioA atone became generally recognized as

inadequate (Davies, 1930).

Trent (1994) in his book Inventing the Feeble MInd, provides

understanding of the changes that oc<:urred within the custodial asylums from

the 1920's to the 1960's. He primarily focuses on one such asylum, Letchworth

Village which opened in 1911. By 1932, the -pGI)lflation at Letchworth VUlage was

growing, residents were sleeping two to a bed and the demand to admit more

feebleminded children and adolescents was gr<>wing. In the depth of the Great

Depression state resources were decreasing, with some states facing bankruptcy.

Politicians found few reasons to provide money from the Iirmted funds t<:l public

facilities for feebleminded. Charles Uttle, the superintendent at Letchworth

wanted to show the public that their village was still training their "capable

inmates" (p. 225). To accomplish this task a photographer was hired, a Margaret

Bourke-White. Trent (1994) comments on these photographs. "In several
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photographs, the patients seem to -be muniforms, aU looking alike, whereas

earlier photographs had shown inmates in their own, Sunday-best clothes. The

subjects ar€ busy doing -laundry, ironing clothes, weaving, stOOymg-but they

looked too neat and attractive to be really working. Their work seems contrived

created by the phot{)grapher, not the ~ty -of the work in the daily lives of the

workers"(p. 226).

During the war, more than 2,000 conscientious objectors worldng on civil

public service teams began r€placing the draftEd men as attendants in training

schools in 19 states. Several of these men began to keep diaries and would

meet together after work t() {jiscuss the pr-oblems they encounter€d and to try

and offer solutions. One of these teams around Philadelphia began publishing

Psychiatric kef, a monthly magazine to addr€ss issues such as run down

institutions and inadequate care. In 1946, this team founded the National

Mental H~th Foundation. Despite 9r{)Wffig cooc-erns of institutional care, the

post war American families were not ready to take on the challenge of caring for

their mentally defident child at home. Families found themselves relocating,

often away from extended family members who might have provided support

and help with caring for a child wRh spec-ial needs. Additionally, many women

were returning to the work force, and there were no community provisions for

their mentally retarded chfklr€n (Trent, 1994).

In 1950, Peart S. Buck published a book The Child who Never Grew which

told the story of her daughrer whom 9le faised till the age of t€n and then

searched to find the best facility for her care. The book shared her feelings of

relief and peace when such a plac€ was found. Excerpts from the book. were

published in the Ladies Home Jouma~ Readers Digest and nme Magazine.

Thus, public acceptance of mstit-utions began and the desir€ to find the "best'
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facilities bec-ame the primary focus for famUies. AdditionallYr families did feel the

ability to discuss their problems and concerns as "famous" people began

revealing their own personaJ struggles. Date Evans in 1952 wrote her book

about her daughter Robin, who was mentally retarded. She and Roy Rogers,

the famous Hollywood stars became part of the National Association for Raarded

Children (NARC) and gave the proceeds from the book about their daughter to

advance the association's cause. T'hfs association provided the strength through

unification of parents and advocates to effect change and reform in public policy

for their children (Trent, 1994).

By the late fifties and early sixties, parents grew delusioned with care.
provided in the institutions and became angry at the lack of options available to

them. When John F. Kennedy became president in 1961, the highest political

office in our country was someone who had been touched by a family member

who was mentally retarded. He and Robert Kennedy helped enact funding for

research through university sett-iAgs rather than ~n medical ones. In 1965,

Robert Kennedy reported the dehumanizing conditions found in two of the state

schools in New York. By the end of the ~te ·s~Kties there were <:hanges in f€deral

policies that shifted the care and training from institutional settings to

communities. Included tn this care and tr-aining was-the recognition of states to

provide employment opportunities. The Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1965

prOVided the establishment of workshops and indusion of people with mental

disabilities in equal opportunities for employment (Trent, 1994).

Just the mere passage of legisJatk>n did oot automat-ically result in the

large availability of jobs for those with mental retardation or other physical

disabilities. Eventua~y, advocatesJ famflies and some professionals modeling

workshops created for special populations (those disabled dUring the war) helped

establish employment facHmes t{) f~ an unmet -need. They recognized that many
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with developmental disabiUties needed training t() -a<:<:omplish even very simplistic

jobs and these workshops could provide that training. By the end of the late

sixties, ther-e were programs pr~ <:-ommunity supports and 32{) sheltered

workshops were established (NARC, 1964).

With the princ~pIe ()f normalization as -set forth by W<»fensberger (1972),

professionals in the field began to look for other alternatives to sheltered

employment. Work crews or 6 to -8 roviduals w~th developmental disabilities

went to work at different sites to perform their newly learned skills, rather than

remaining in segregated settings. The mid-eighties saw the establishment of

supported employment which incorporated a "job coach" for someone with

disabilities to help them learn the skills necessary in whatever community

employment opportunity that was available (Hagner and Dileo, 1995).

The r€ality of voca~ opportunit~ were stHI difficult t() come by for

many who had developmental disabilities. Despite the changing of labels (from

imbeciles, idiots and morons to people with developmental disabilities) stigma

still existed and many young people graduating from special education classes

found themselves without -employment -and no meaningful activities with which

to be engaged. This researcher interviewed Mrs. Effie Foster Ballard who shared

her story of the history of the wor-kshop ~n her smaU urban area tnat she helped

to start. The literature suggests this was very typical of how workshops began in

different cRies throughout this state and others {Trent, 1994).

In 1980, Mrs. Ballard's daughter graduated from special education classes.

On June 4, 1980, just a few weeks after -her OOughter's gradlfation, Mrs. Ballard's

husband passed away suddenly. Mrs. Ballard decided to return to teaching, but

with her daughter's education completed and flO ooe to care for her, Mrs. Ballard
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resigned. Mrs. Ballard realized there wer-e no additional training programs or

vocational opportunities available to her daughter. Many employers were

hesitant to hire someone with her daughter's ~mitations. Mrs. Ballard talked with

several other parents whose students had also graduated that year or a year or

two earlier and found they were in the same position. Their children want€d

something to do, and there was nothing for them. Some of the parents got

together and formed a parent/guardian association. They began advertising ~n

the newsJ)aper to let other parents know about the support group. After visiting

two workshops in the state, Mrs. Ballard wrote a grant reqL:Jesting for funds to

establish a nonprofit work center in her area. She began with two contracts and

six workers. A contract ~s an agreement to·.perform work that a company would

need for a certain price. A local nursery in the area needed wooden trellises

nailed together and company labels put-on plastjc bags. Mrs. Ballard's workshop

agreed to do those two contracts for the nursery. The workers were paid by

"piece rate" by how many trelUses they -naUed -or -how many labels they put on

the bags (BaHard, 1999).

State Use Contracts in Oklahoma began when Donna Nye (the governor's

wife at that time) joined efforts with Ok~homa's League for the Blind, in

passing Oklahoma's State Use law. The law would allow those agencies

employing people with visual impairments t.o bid on work, a product or service

the state needed without competition, prOViding they could provide that work or

service at a fair market price. This law was passed in 1978. In 1980, the law

was revised to include those agencies that employed people with developmental

disabilities as well. Shortly after the revision of that law, Mrs. Ballard's workshop

contracted for the cleaning servfces for the Oklahoma State Bureau. of

Investigation offices in their commurnty. -Currently Mrs. BaUard's employment
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center has 45 workers. Additionally, they ~panded to supervise seven group

homes, some assisted living apartments and one supported living home. At this

time, 50% of the budget of the work C-eAter ~s .frOOl state use contracts (Ballard,

1999).

Many of the workshop directors in Oklahoma felt there would be many

such products or servk:~s they coold pr-ovide -ifther-e was someone in the state

purchasing department who would actively look for such opportunities as well as

come to know the types of goods and servic-es the workshops could perform.

The state did not have funds to pay the salary for such an individual, so the

workshop directors agreed to pay 1% of the monies received from state contract

work to provide the salary for a state contracting officer. Since Georgia Lynn

was hired, currently the -state of -Oklahoma -has contracted for this fiscal year to

purchase 10.2 million dollars in seot.ices -aAd goods from agencies employing

those with developm-ental disabilities r-esultmg from Oklahoma's State Use Law.

Studies Related to Meanings of Work: for the General p.opulation

Robert RothmaA (1998) in his -book WorJdog: Sociological Perspectives.

looks at the various aspects of the meaning of work and the impact of

joblessness primarily. focusing -on poopIe -without devetopmen~ disabilities.

Wages and benefits have been considered the most important factors of job

satisfaction. Money not only provides c~nsumer ,goods and ~rvices beyond

basic necessities, but it symbQjizes success and accomplishment (Judge, 1993 as

cited in Rothman, 1998).

Research has shown that money is not the only aspect of job satisfaction.

Rothman (1998) describes a personal prwe~ satisfaction which can be found

among people who do seemingly mundane jobs. These intrinsic rewards also
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include the opportunities for intelJectual and physkal challeAgeand a sense of

accomplishment.

Work provides structure and organization of one's day. Reviewing studies

among those unemployedl Johoda (1971) found people had difficwty

remembering their daily activities. They seemed to have lost the sense of time

passing, unable to remember whether an eYent happened a few days or a few

weeks ago (Johoda, et aI., 1971 as cited in Rothman, 1998).

Yankelovich (1987) ~n his Iongiturnnal study with college--age youth first

observed four major themes representing the meaning of work for these young

people. Among the males surveyed, there was a strong desir-e to be a good

provider. For both males and females the desire to be independent was

important, to be able to mak-e ~t 00 one's own. Additionally, both felt that hard

work pays off and doing your best and working hard at any type of work brought

about self-respect. This study suggests even menial jobs provide important

roles, and to have a job is still perceived as a good thing in American society.

While some of these meanings have coot-inued, Yankelovich {1987) found

more recently that prestige began to take on an important aspect of getting a

job. Gaining material goods seemed to have lost some of its signifiCance

compared to the desire for quality family time and a career. The college·age

young people surveyed toward the end -of the -longitudinal study also seemed

more willing to risk security for haVing more interesting and varied work. The

idea of wanting to do a good job in what€vef -career they had was still pr6eflt.

The reality that money wasn't everything impacted the continuing grind and

sacrifice for it. Many young people saw the need to enjoy their families while

making a living. Perhaps, they had noticed the lack of time spent with their

parents and felt they wanted different f~tionships with their children.

Expensive things such as televisions, VCRs, electronic games, etc. all seem of
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little value if they must be enjoyed atone or H there is no time to enjoy them at

all.

Studies Related to Meaning of Employment for People with
Developmental Disabilities

The meaning of employment for people with developmental disabilities is

implied or k1directly obtained mthe majortty of r-eseaJ"ch literature. Research has

been scarce that utilize the feelings and opinions of people with developmental

disabilities themselves. McViHyand Rawlinson (1998) discuss the diffa-ent ways

feelings and meanings of employment were measured for this population. First

they found that research often tncorporates prOC6S evaluations. These include

assessing physical settings, organizational structures and the language and

symbols adopted by the service providers. In reviewtflg the resear<:h of Bellamy,

Newton, LeBaron, and Horner (1990), McViUyand Rawlinson (1998) found that

process evaluation only provides mirect information about quality of life and it

fails to address if specific environmental features are important to the Individuals

served.

secondly, objective measures are used that represent the ideology of

community integration and nor~i,zation. for e<ample, one woukl look at the

number of people employed in settings that are Integrated rather than

segregated, the amount of wages earned, and the ability to choose various

types of employment. This theoretical framework assumes that integrated

employment for people with developmental disabilities is more meaningful

because it will be similar to the "normal" work environment of the majority of

society. This seems to De the -dominant trend in research with this population

(Conyers, Ellwanger, Ferguson, Nemeth, et al ,1999; Marrone, Hoff, and Gold,
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1999; Weiner-Zivolich and Zivotich, 1995; Wehman and Kregel, 1995;

McGaughey, Kiernan, McNally, Gilmore, and Keith, 1995).

Proxy-based responses have pr-9Vtded ,another way of determining

perceptions and feelings about employment for this population. While not the

primary source of research studies, .family -and caregiver's opinions and ideas

have been the foundation of sheltered workshops and day activity centers.

(Bradley and Allare, 1982; NARC, 1964). The discrepancies between

proxy-based responses and those of the consumers themselves will be further

addressed ;n the next -section.

There is a recent trend in some studies to incorporate the actual opinions

and views of people with developmental -{jisaGilities. Angrosino (1997)

conducted an ethnographic study among a group of adults with mental

retardation living in several group homes. -He found that most public policy is

addressed as though people with developmental disabilities all shared similar

characteristics. Angrosino (1997) fouRd -eVeR within his smaU sample a great

deal of diversity. The three primary ethnic backgrounds were Caucasian, African

Americans and Hispanics from varied soc-ioecooomic backgrounds. They ranged

in age from their early twenties to those in their forties and came from both rural

and urban environments.

The dominant theme from this ethnographic study was these individuals

wanted to think of themselves as adults and be treated as such. Many times

Angrosino heard the phrase from those in authority about the "dignity of risk"

since deinstitutionalization. However, in practice within the group homes

Angrosino felt this "right" was rarely given. This was especially evident in the

area of sexuality. Clients had habilitat~on programs that helped guide them ~n

achieVing work and basic independent living goals. But there was a basic gap

between learning social etiquette -and -adWt sexuality. The adult f~res in their
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lives did not discuss th~s. topic, but rather it was evident that their opinions,

thoughts and ideas came from -t.elevisioR aRd movies which feature adulthood as

being sexually active. Angrosino (1998) swnmarizes -his findings:

"the narratives speak of -a '~ -fer -human contact that is
palpable even beneath the surface discourse about macho men and
prim homebodies. If ever there -was a r-eady audienc-e for some
plain, no-Latin-names- talk about biology and clear,
experience-based discussion about~-elationships, this is ~t" (p. 108).

Freedman and Fresko (1996) utilized 4 focus groups of consumers with

severe disabilities and their families to ,obtain their perspectives of the meaning

of -work. Fwe areas of work were discussed: job satisfaction, job relationships,

support, obstacles, and job expectations. F-eeJing productive and keeping busy

were seen as important by both consumers and family members. Doing a

variety of tasks and <:ompleting work 00 time ~ve the consumers a sense of

self-esteem and well-being.

"Many consumers expressed .pri6e in knowing that they had the ability to

do their jobs and that they coold do -the wor-k as well or better than any one

else',." (p. 51), Decent pay, steady but flexible work schedules and benefits such

as merchandise discounts, t-ransportatioo -vouchers, -and company holiday parties

were also mentioned as important. Families perceived social relationships as an

important outcome for their relatives. 1he -c-onsumers, however, liked their

acceptance but expressed they did not have any "real friends" at work and that

they were uncomfortable working with some individuals. Supervisors and job

coaches were seen very positively by both families and consumers, but some

clients felt that their agencies never disc-ussed theH- job options again once they

place6 them in a job. Families were concerned about the lack of additional

training that might enable their family member to achieve independence

(Freedman and Fresko, 1996). The desires to work hard, feel accepted and be
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independent is similar to the-t1ndings for people without disabiUties as described

by Rothman (1998) and Yankelovich (1987).

The Guilford County.. Area Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities

Program included in their report ( 1997-1998) that being. responsible, respected,

and a productiv.e member -of the commun.ty -wer-e .mportant feelings of people

with developmental disabilities. They want the recognition and knowledge that

they belong to an organizatm and are part·of that organization's success.

Parent and Kregel (1996) conducted.a-consumer satisfaction survey with

110 individuals with developmeRtal -disa9iUt~s in supported employment.

Supported employment provided these individuals with a variety of different

types of jobs including commercial (retail -stores) 37.3% , stoc-ker -or warehouse

worker 16.7%, dishwasher/food prep 18.5%, clerk/office worker 26.90/0, and

pubUc aqencies (church; paR< servk:-e -pr-oviGer) 15.5%.

Most individuals in this study were-!lappy with their wages (62.80/0) and

over half had received raises. About 81%, however, felt their company -medical

benefits were inadequate. All but one of the consumers felt that they had a

positive relationship with their supervisor-and approx~mately half (51.8% ) stated

their boss treated them no differently from anyone else. The largest positive

response was regarding thek specif«: job. Ninety percent stated that they liked

their job, and many included they were happy to have a job (Parent & Kregel,

1996).

Blanck's study (1993) reported that integrated employment resulted in

fewer medical needs and greater life sat~sfaction for people with developmental

disabilities. Additionally, employment prOVided empowerment and increased

choices for them. It is important to note these ~st two studies (Parent and

Kregel, 1996; Blanck, 1993) incorporated the feelings and ideas of people with
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developmental disabilities only from ~ntegrated er supperted employment

environments.

Another aspect of normal work environments as set forth by

Wolfensberger (1972) is consumer c-hGk:es. Mac.fachen and Mundy (1996)

reported that personal control was a fundamental issue for the seven mildly

developmentally disabled adults in their -ethnographiC study. Altoougha small

sample size (n=7) their data collection was conducted over six months including

46 field sessions, and 21 telephone conversations that occur-red in many

different environments: home, work, advocacy meetings, church, and doughnut

shops. This theme reflected part~cutady their <lesire for choices within their

home environments; however, one of the consumers mentioned she did not

attend her day program by choice but rather "for ~ac-k of options".

Studies Reflecting Differences in Perceptions of Consumers and
Caregivers

Beliefs and ideas about what is important for people with developmental

disabilities is usually discussed in terms-of what -researchers, caregivers, or famHy

members perceive as important. There has been little study of the differences of

perceptions between these different 9r-GUPS -directly involved with these

individuals and the individuals themselves.

McVilly and Rawlinson (1998) revrewed the research studieS of Merkel,

(1984); Rende and Plomin, (1991); seckler, Meier, Mulvihill and Paris, (1991);

which reported what families and caregivers -perceive as important or satisfying

may differ from the individuals they represent, especially in evaluations of

emotional experience and personal pr-eferences.

Chadsey-Rusch, Linneman and Rylance (1997) looked at the feelings

about social integration outcomes from each of these different perspectives.

Their results found nine significant f ratios, p < .01, across six sub-scale scores.
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Employers consistently differed from the groups of people with mental

retardation in their per<:-ept-ions of implementation and effectiveness of

interventions to increase social integration and the barriers perceived as

detrimental to social integration. One primary difference in intervention

perceptions was that job coaches reported using twice as many specific

interventions to help with social ~Ategratioo -than the individuats perceived they

were receiving. Additionally, the barriers felt to exist for social integration from

the consumers perspective induded not enough t#lle or resoorces and difficulty

learning new skills. Significantly fewer job coaches felt that these were barriers

(Chadsey-Rusch, Linneman & Rylance, 1997).

This study recognizes the importance of understanding and knowing both

perspectives in order to pr<Wide greater-5UC<:-ess in-interventioos t-hat -are to assist

in social integration in a work environment. These different perspectives are

considered necessary in the assessing -of ootc-omes and implementing better

programs and policies. "Failure to do so is to continue to condone the exclusion

of retarded people from taking an active -partk:ipant role in decisions affecting

their own Iives"(Hogg and Mittler, 1987 p. 283 cited by McVilly and Rawlinson,

1998).

Studies on State Employment Issues for People with Deyelopmental
Disabilities

Kiernan, Butterworth and McGaughey (1995) looked at the trend of

different states toward integrated emJ)loyment for those with developmentaf

disabilities. Oklahoma in 1988 had only 4% of those employed in integrated

employment and by 1990 -had 12% in integrated employment. Twenty-one

states, however, had at least 200/0 involved in integrated employment which

shows that Oklahoma is still lagging signWKimtly behind. McGaughey, et at
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(1993), however, found that OkJahoma -ranked 17th in state improvement for

integrated services. The success of increased integrated services they felt was

due to the impetus of federal and state ~egi5Iat-ion, regulations -aAd funding. Both

of these studies also reflected the ideology that integration is best.

The President's Committee on .fmploymeRt for People with Disabilities

(1996) found that while 82% of our total population was employed, only 15.39

million or 52.3 % of those with devetopmental-disabilities had wage -work. This ~s

an increase from 1991 when only 14.26 million persons or 52% with

developmental disabilities were employed. The committee further report€d that

the average cost to prOVide support and training for this population averaged

only $200 per person. This cost was offset by the savings in government

supports averaging $34 per person. In light of the meaning that employment

has for people with developmental disabilities, the difference it makes to them

economically and the moderate c-est to the taxpayer, 1t must -cause us to -look at

what else can be done to achieve more work opportunities for this population.

Huang and Ruben (1997) discuss-t-he-obligatiGn of society to .provide equal

employment opportunities for those with developmental disabilities. They assert

that this obligation is grounded ~n the -mor~ foondation of our country and its

ethical principles. These principles are beneficence, justice and autonomy.

They define beneficence as the belief that the inter-ests of all people of society

are to be protected despite the costs. Justice incorporates the idea that those

not responsible for their impairments cannot be held responsible for their ~ack of

employment. It would be unjust to deprive them of equal access to opportunities

available to the majority of society. F~nally, the priRCiple of autonomy honors the

freedom of all individuals to control their own lives and make their own choices.
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These principles are supportive of the Theory of Normalizat-ion (Wolfensberger,

1972).

The literature has reflected whether directly or indirectly that employment

is desired for people with developmental disabilities since deinstttutionalization.

Although there have been limited studies involving the opinions and feelings of

this population, those that haV€ inducted their views have shown their deslr6

are similar to those without disabilities. They want work, the ability to earn

money and to have some choices about the -type ~f jobs they -do (f-reedman and

Fresko, 1996; Guilford County Area Mental Health, 1997-1998; Parent and

Kregel, 1996; Blanck, 1993; MacEachen-and -Mundy, 1996).

State Use La,w Definition and Oregon's Study

This study emerged from the Oregon Study (Orcutt, 1994) which ~ooked

at the economic gains for the state as a direct result of employment

opportunities provided by their state use ffiw. The r-esearchers surveyed 7.50/0 of

those workers employed as a result of work procured from Oregon's Products of

Disabled Individuals Law. There were 126 -people who responded. The resutts

were quite substantia. One third (33%) of those involved were able to get off

all public support which reduced payments by more than $4 million annually.

Prior to this employment opportunity, 7% were homeless and 72% were

unemployed. Over half of those unemployed had been so over one year.

Additionally, State and Federal tax payments of these workers now exceed $1

million annually.

Oklahoma's State Use law is one of the legislative actions to help reinforce

the "structure of opportunities" for those with -dev~opmental~isabiUties. It was

instituted to prOVide greater employment opportunities by exempting qualified
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rehabilitation facilities from competitive bidding for goods and services procured

by public agencies. This was to -provide an -ongoing and expanded market in the

public sector. Some studies have suggested this law as well as other legislative

policies and government funds -has .-AeJpee -Ok~ahoma in achieving mor€

integrated employment for this population. Balanced budgets and limited

funds are a reality. The need to r€search the ootcomes of these programs is

evident. What must not get lost is the commitment to look at the benefits that

are not limited to economic outcomes. It must indude foremost the feelings of

those whose lives it will ineVitably impact.

Resear-eh Questions

1. What are the economic outcomes of state use law; specifically: the

number of people with developmental-disabiUties employed, the amount

of income earned, the amount of taxes paid and the amount of public

support reduc€CP

2. What types of employment have been provided ?

3. How well do they meet the standards -of "normal work" envkonments

as set forth by Wolfensberger?

4. How do the workers perceive their work environments?

5. How satisfied are the workers with the jobs prOVided by state use

contracts
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Chapter 4

Methodology

A list of the 48 agencies using state use contracts was obtained from

Georgia Lynn, the state's -COAtf-act~ng ..gff-IC-er, -to -enable a -<:-OAvenient -quota

sample to be chosen. This researcher and Georgia lynn went over this list

carefully aAd determirlec;1 -thatsile -aAd -k>c-atiGn -woold be -the two sigRific.ant

factors of variation within this population of agencies. It was found that

approximately 25% of the J}Opulation-ageoc-ies were in rural-areas (areas with

less than 6,000 people). Additionally, about 1/3 of the agencies had fewer than

50 employees, about 1/2 had between 50--150 -empleyees and -apprGx~mately 1/6

had greater than 150 employees. Therefore, to try and make the sample as

representative of the population as -possible·and -coovenient in distance for the

researcher, 3 of the agencies were chosen from rural areas (25% of the sample).

Additionally, 5 of the 12 agenc~s wer-e ·chaseR that had fewer than SO

employees with developmental disabilities; 6 between 50 and 150 employees;

and one had greater than 500.

The directors of the 12 sample agencies were contacted by telephone to

explain the study and its purpose. Then surveys were sent to each of these

agencies. See Appendix A for a sample of the survey and Appendix B for the

letter to the agencies. Initially, the researcher was {JOing to v~sit all twetve -of the

agencies. However, due to time and financial constraints the 12 agencies were

asked to mail in their surveys and a subset -sample of six agencies was used for

interviews and observations. All twelve of the agencies returned the economic

surveys that proVided the number of employees, the total amount of wages

paid, taxes Withheld, and the total amount of individuals who had been able to
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get off partial or complete governmeRt supports -during 1998. This enabled

aggregate financial information to be obtained without personal information

given.

Additionally, permission was asked to observe at a convenient Quota

subset sample of six of these facilities keeping the percentage -of urban and

rural in the population to be the same in the subset sample of six. Again, the

agencies were chosen within this quota subset because of their location

convenience for the researcher. There were six hours of observation at each of

these facilities. This researcher tooked for the criteria of "normal work

environments" as set forth by Wolfensberger. This was different then the usual

distinction between ~ntegrated and segr€Qatro employment. Wolfensberger

(1972) conceptualized \\normal work environments" by five factors. Additionally,

a sixth factor was included -regarding integrated employment. Each of these

factors was considered equal in value and therefore a score of six means the

most normal work environment was achieved.

These six factors are:.

*consultation about the type of work desired, the individual should have
choices about their workplace

*the work should be "real work" intended to be marketed, the work
should vary in kind and complexR:y to the varying interests, skills and
needs of the population,

*wage rates should be those prevailing in regular industry with increments
based on increased production,

* the person with developmental disabilities should be referred to as a
"worker" rather than a client,

* the workshop should resemble a workplace not a clinic, there should be
policies in place about dress, conduct, .pay increase and rewards for
increased production,
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* people with <ieveiopmental disabilities should be integrated with workers
without developmental disabilities.

Finally, the researcher asked the supervisor or director of thesefac~lities

to make a general announcement asking for volunteers who would like to share

their feelings and ideas about wor-king on state use contracts. see Appendix C

for the announcement. There were 19 males and 18 females (N=37) who

volunteered. see Table 1 for the -demographics of these subjects. These

individuals were currently working on state contracts, were their own guardians

and were willing to share their opinions and feelings about their work.

Additionally, at one workshop there were two employees who did not have

developmental disabilities who were working on state contracts. They also

volunteered to share their feelings about working at the workshop. Those who

were interested were told specUicaUy w~at the project was for and the

confidentiality of the information they would give. A consent form was read

(see Appendix D), and all the subjects gave verbal consent. This was witnessed

by the supervisor at the site. see AppendiX E for the questionnaire used.

Although the questions wer-e open--ended with verbal prompts, the

responses generally fell into three or four themes. Those who expressed

different thoughts were also induded ~n an ~ndividual theme category. This

allowed for frequencies of responses to be utilized. Additionally, the comments

made that didn't include r€sJxmses to <tuest-iGns were included in the details of

the description of their feelings or ideas about various topics. For example, one

gentleman who when asked about his -wages talked about his -own apartment

and being able to have his friends over. His satisfaction with his wage was

incorporated with a frequency response, but his additional feeHngs were also

included in the descriptive analysis of the results.
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Reliability and Validity

This study incorporated both qualitative and quantitative methods to allow

a more holistic evakJation of Oklahoma's State Use law. It is important to

discuss the reliability and validity of each of the methods used. Reliability is the

consistency of the results a particular instrument or method provides. Vatfdity is

the descriptive term of a method which accurately reflects the concepts it intends

to measure (Bailey, 1972).

Interviews

Estimating reliability and validity of qualitative measures, specifically

interview questionnair-es, used with smaU groups of people with diverse cognitive

abilities was thought to be very diffICult to carry out (Chadsey-Rusch, et al.,

1992) It has only been recently that this statistkalcondition has been imposed

on the measures concerned. This situation is gradually changing (Kirby, 1995).

While not mandatory fn mainstr-eam practk€S (.petrovski and Gleeson, 1997) this

study has incorporated an interview instrument developed by Parent and Kregel

(1996) that was test-ed by these r-esearchers for both reliability and validity.

To ensure that valid concepts of job satisfaction were measured, the

concepts on the questioAnatre conc-erning job satisfaction -emerged from

discussions with people with developmenta~ disabilities themselves. Professionals

in the field of disabilities formatted these conc~ts and worded them so that they

would be easily understood (Parent and Kregel, 1996).

Reliability of the data was verified by r-eviewing the completed instrument

(except question 21) and comparing items of similar content to check for

response consistency and bias. Chi-square analysis was prohibited due to the
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small sample size which yielded -c·eU -counts ·of less than 5 on all of the 5 items.

Test-retest reliability was calculated to determine the consistency of

measurement when admiAist€r€d by two difrera1t interviewers on two different

occasions. Reliability measures were gathered on 27% of the interviews, or 30

of the 110 instrumeRts adm4nister€d. A Pearson -correlation coeffK:ient of .82

was obtained, significant at the p < .0001 level. The results indicated a strong

direct relationship between individual responses on the survey the first and

second administrations conducted up to 2 months apart by two different

interviewers (Parent and Kregel, 1996).

Additionally, this researcher received three days of training from the

Developmental Disability -QuaUty Assurance Research Project through Oklahoma

State University to learn the special techniques of interviewing people with

developmental disabilities. furthermore} the f€searcher personally intervtewed

over 200 people with developmental disabilities since she was a research

assistant on the project. This provided her with a comfortableness around this

population and helped to proVide a relaxed atmosphere for those being

interviewed. Rubin -& Rubin {1995) mention this as important for obtaining

accurate information.

During this study, the researcher went back to one workshop

approximately four weeks later to complete more interviews at that agency.

Only 4 interviews had been obtained the first time and five were completed the

second time. One gentleman <:ame in to be int€rViewed, aAd after the first four

Questions were asked, it was realized he had already participated. I asked if he

had interviewed bef{)l'-€ with me. He replied: "Yes, but I wanted to do it again".

It was decided to proceed with the interview to assess reliability of the responses

compared to the fi·rst interview. Out of the 26 questions on the interview, he
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answered 24 with the same response and very -similar comments., for example,

the best thing about his job was working on the road crew "pick up trash" on the

first interview, and this ,exact same r-€spense was given -dUf-iAg the secood

interview. When asked about his relationship with his boss, he resJxmded great

Table 1

Frequency and Percentage of Demographic Variables

sex Frequency Percentage

Male 19 51.4

Female 18 48.6

Race

African American 5 13.5

caucasian 32 86.5

Age Categories

Young Adult (20-30) 12 32.4

Adult (31-40) 10 27.0

Older Adult (>40) 14 37.8

Unknown 1 2.8

and gave the name of the specifiC supervisor both times. The two inconsistent

responses were on--qlJestion 21 and 23. Question 21 asks "Do you think this is a

regular job?" The first time, the man responded yes. The secood'time he said

no, a grocery store. On question 23 there was a similar discrepaTlcy. :He was
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asked if he liked this job better than his previous employment. The first time he

said this jab was the ooty place he had wor~ej. The second time he said he had

worked at another workshop and didn't like it. These results are similar to

reliability t-ests for those without developmental {Usabilities. Parry and Cressley

(1950) found 96-98% accuracy when asked about specific, present facts and

only 73% -ac-curacy wffh events that occ-urred in the past (Bailey, 1994).

Observations

During the observations at the different workshops, the researcher was

looking for specific characterist-ics aboHt the work environment. BaUey (1994)

states that structured observation creates some bias (one sees what one expects

to see); however, vaUdity is increasea -if the -characteristiCs one is 400king for are

based on specific concepts. The framework for these observations was based on

the specif~ concepts of desired work awir-onments set forth by Wolfensberger

(1972) in his theory of Normalization. Additionally, reliability of these

observations is increasea by OOklngfor specific coocepts (Bailey, 1994). Another

researcher using these same guidelines could come in and observe and make

comparisons about the spec~ficchar-acteristics -observed. These observations

were not tested for reliability, but a comparison was made between the worker's

perceptions of their environment compared to that of the researcher. These

similarities and differences will be discussed in the results section.

The observation portion -of this study as well as the interviews followed

the gUidelines set forth by Rubin and Rubin (1995). Rich, detailed notes were

kept enabling other researchers to r€ad them and -know what took pIac€, how

long the observations or interviews took, the ideas that emerged and the

researcher's thoughts, ideas and ·f€elings. InconsisteRCies of dftrerent
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interviewers or discrepancies from the same interviewer wer-e explored to give

understanding of these differences.

Economic Survey of State Use -Law

The quantitative data that was obtained was consistent with the specific

information requested by those wanting t-h~s evaluation and was utUi2ed as

representative of economic outcomes in the Oregon Study evaluating their state

use law. This helped to ensure -the vaUdUy -d the information for this study.

There were some questions by the directors after the survey was sent out. The

month chosen for study was changed.from -Dec-ember, 1998 ro June, 1998 siACe

December is a month where the workshops are closed for at least five days for

the holidays. Additionally, dariflCat-km was made about those who were

transitioned from state use programs to competitive employment not subsidized

by Developmental Disability Service -Dlvisioo Gf the Department of Human

Services. These were to be individuals no longer working in the state "slots"

which are supported by $19 for each work day. Those who no longer received

any support, were to be those individuals no longer receiving monthly

supplemental wage. This was ·reflect.ed -by -an average amount -given by the

director of the service division in Oklahoma, $543. These average amounts are

those used by the Developmental Disability Service Division of the Department of

Human Services (Driskill, 1999). This c-larifteatioo helped to provide more reliable

financial information.

Generalizability

The economic results from this convenient quota sample cannot be

generalized to the population of the 48 agencies using State Use Law. However,

since the agencies were chosen to be r€Pfesentative of the various sizes and

locations of the agencies by quota. percentages, and then chosen based on
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convenience rather than a specific bias, #lese results ar-e believed to be

representative of the population. The interviews with people with developmental

disabilities cannot begeneraliz-ed -to the .pGpt:ItatiOR -of the wor-kers within these

agencies due to the restrictions of the types of individuals that were allowed to

be interviewed: they had to be their own guardian and -had to have the

cognitive and communicative ability to answer questions on the questionnaire.

However, it is believed these people provideS insight and understanding to the

feelings and meanings they had about their various types of employment. A

demographic descrjption of the .mdividuals ~nterviewed will be .provided ·induding

age and gender to provide some comparisons to other groups. see Table 1.

Ethical-C'Oncems

This is a very special population of individuals. There have been serious,

detrimental impacts to them as -a result -ef .poor~y conducted research (Trent,

1994). It is with this serious recognition of the consequences of failure that I

conducted this resear-eh project with ~nt.egrjty-aRd thoroughness. I incorporated

both qualitative and quantitative methods In this project to allow a more holistic

approach. Denzin & lincoln (1994) suggest that single methodology is limiting in

understanding the event or process being studied. As a research assistant on the

Developmental Disability Quality Assuranc.-e -l-ongit-udinaI Project I have found

from my interviews with people with developmental disabilities that most of

them are quite capable of expressing their feelings and desires. AdditionaUy,

they are eager for someone to listen trul,y to their opinions and feelings.

Confidentiality was maintained -by assign~ng -numbers to the individuals

that were interviewed, and all identifying information was stripped so the data

could not be linked to these consumers. Additionally, the facilities wer-e only
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characterized by their size (small, medium and large) and their location (rural or
WQ..;)

urban). All of these f€pOrts were -kept -secured -t;Intil the data wer-e recoded.

In the more in-depth questions, any information that was personally ·dentifying

was not used, or changed to r-eflect-geReraJ.themes-or ideas€xpressed.

Permission was asked to conduct every interview or to obtain wage or

employment informat-ioo. AdditiGnaUy, -I ·oojy conducted more ~n-<:lepth

interviews with those who were their own guardian, and I did not precede with

the interview unless I was certairl of·the wiUingness and understanding on the

part of the individual. To ensure reliability I incorporated four questions from.
the Developmental DisabiHty 5eNk:e -Div~sion ·i(mgitYdinal project used on their

survey instrument. These are: Do cats fly?, Do dogs bark? Additionally, four

pictures are shown: two -ar-e of ·~ndi¥iguals,-GRe sitt~ng the other standing; the

other two are shOWing someone happy and sad. The individuals were asked to

point to the picture they think shGws SGlTleQne sitt~Ag {\own -and someone -happy.

These questions helped to establish the understanding of the individuals and

their ability to answer the questions. There -was only one individual who failed to

answer all four of the questions correctly and his responses were not included.
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Chapter 5

Results

Economic Outcomes of State Use Law

The twelve agencies r€ported 1746 workers with developmental disabilities

employed at their workshop as of June, 1998. Of these workers, 541 employees

worked on state use contracts and earned $97,396.75 in the month of June,

1998. These results should be read with the recognition that without

employment, people with developmental disabilities living m state supported

environments are only given $30 above their living expenses for "extra things".

By having paid work, these individuals now have an average monthly income of

$180. It provides them with the ability to eat out, enjoy various activities and

purchase clothes. Utilizing their supplemental supported income and their

wages, they are able to live in gr-oup homes-Gr their own apartments.

During the calendar year of 1998, 637 employees transferred to

competitive employment. This allowed 637 "state slots" supported by $19 per

day to be opened for other individuals. Twenty-six individuals with

developmental disabilit~es wer-e able -t<l --achieve complete -unsubsidized

employment and received no support or very limited support from other public

sources in the calendar year 1998. This -represents for t-t-le sample agencies

(N =12) an annual savings of public funds of $169,416. This amount is based on

the Developmental Disability service Division's average supplemental supportive

income, $543 (Driskill, 1999).

Types of Employment Provided

The types of services provided is a very extensive list. The janitorial

contracts are completed by several of these 12 agencies. They include cleaning

government buildings such as state museums, D.H.S. offices, The Board of
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Education offices. There -are ·more t.han 2.QQ government t3uildings or offices

cleaned by these agencies in both rural and urban settings. Additionally, people

with developmental disabilit>ies wGr-k 00 .,.-Gad -e-rews that cover several -countfeS

and include many major highways. Grounds maintenance at several government

buildings as well as waste management-for 5 state-parks is pr-ov-ided. -R-ecydiAg

services is provided by two of the twelve agencies. Mail contracts for the state is

a very large contract pr-ovided by one of t.he -t:rrGaA-agencies. Packaging .<JiffereRt

items into kits (toothbrush, toothpaste, comb, deodorant) for the prisons,

juvenile halls, and department.of-health· i5-a-roRtr~ct -that previGes -jebs done-by

people with more limited skills. These jobs are divided into steps. One individual

may assemble the box; aoot·her w~1 plJt-tne ..various items in the box. -Aoother

will put a label on the box and seal it shut. Therefore, someone with very

limited abilities may put labels-GR the· boxes. Survey flags for the put31ic -utilities,

heating and air filters and quality control packaging of latex gloves are also jobs

that are divided into simple steps·and have -pr<>videS-employment fer -people with

more severe disabilities. These various jobs have enabled two of the twelve

agencies to no longer have waiting lists ..for -their fadlities. For one of the urban

agencies, state use contracts provides more than 75% of their workshop

contracts.

Perceptions of the Work Environments by the Researcher

The type of work envirooment was -determined by the six specific

standards of "normal" work has set for by Wolfensberger. All six of the agencies

in the subset sample provided "-r-eal work"-klteRde9 -to be mar-keted ·pr-GVk1ing·a

variety of simplistic to complex tasks and a wide range of settings allOWing for

the various needs of the population to -be met. Some of the plac-es the goods

were marketed were Tinker Air Force Base, Hobby Lobby, and numerous state
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agencies. The workers were aware that what they made was being mar1<eted.

"We sell our pallets and sawdust"; "We-de -stuff for Hobby Lobby";' "I do mea~s

on wheels sometimes, I'm helping handicapped because 1 am handicapped".

This "real work" seems important to -t,he -sYf}el'Visors as well. ORe ·supervisor

stated: "I oversee mowing and the recycling center; we have a good

reputation in the community".

An example of how some of the workshops adapted to various needs was

observed: At one table a man who look-ed -to be in his 40s wearing a c-ollared

knit shirt and slacks was bent over the table. He was carefully pladng screws

along a board with 4 holes in R. The -supervisor explained it was a counting

board. This enabled the gentleman to put exactly 4 screws in the plastic bag to

be sealed, labeled and sold without his--AeediRg -to-know how to-count.

Some shops also provided jobs with more complex skills. There are two

rather noisy machines at a -workbenc-h -towar-d t-he~ck of the -room. Two men

are sitting on stools in front of them wearing protective goggles. They are

working those machines which fit "bits" ~nto -sleeves. The supervisor ex-plained

that some of these technical machines have been adapted to ensure extra safety

for the workers (field ootes).

Additionally, there were choices about the type of work desired, although

choosing work at a specmc workshep or job sit~ was Umited for some. several of

the directors showed me the job analysis forms that were used to determine the

likes and dislikes of the individua~s, their -skills and limitations, and their health

issues. One of the directors mentioned that their facility had continuing

education opportunities. "Our continuing education ~s connected with the vo-tech

in our area. Some of the things they learn are reading, writing their name,

learning colors. Some earn their ·G.E.D., but f()f" most they are increasing task

skills." I also saw at this shop a big screen 1V and VCR. The director explained
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this is for training tapes, bl:lt also provroes r.ecreatioo activities after work where

some come to watch movies together. several of the workshops had a specified

employee who went out in the community to find integrated employment

opportunities for those within the workshop who were able to handle that type

of work. They also continued -to -monitor-and -5l:1P~ those iRdividuals unt~1 the

job was comfortable for them and the employers were comfortable with their

work.

The people with developmental disabilities were referred to as workers

and were treated as Sl:JCh. The 5Uper:v~SGrS -wor-keEI along with the employees

often doing tasks, or completing a portion of the job that then the workers would

need to finish. Superv~sors were reminding .poople to continue with their wor-k if

they slowed down or to take their seats if they began to wander around. They

were spoken to as adults, and I did ROt ·GbselVe any instances where the

supervisors treated anyone in a demeaning manner. There were only limited

opportunities to observe inter-acooRs -be·tween supervisors and wGrkers. I did

observe some very positive and supportive interactions. At one of the urban

facilities, I was in a room with approx~mately 20 workers repr-esenting half of the

workshop. There were 6 tables with anywhere from 3-6 workers at each table:

There were 3 people at one taGie closest tome. The supervisor mentions that

they have a deadline for the state flags at 2:00 p.m. A woman (in her early

twenties, perhaps) looks at me and -says "With -her on our side, we11 make it.

We all pitch in together. One time we all worked together to finish a large order

of flags. We got done by 1 :30 -p.m. -and they let us have the r-est of the day

off!" (field notes)

I informally talked with a young man who was in charge of the road crew.

He is in his mid twenties, and his complexion was quite tanned. His comments

were: "I treat everyone like I want to be treated; our workers actually hate to
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miss work; one of our men ·hurt his back aRa was am{~ous about coming back to

work; I get al.ong with all the guys and sometimes go on activities with them

after work with their group- home".

I also noticed some workers helping each other. It was break time. From

a table close to the bac-k of the room, -t·hree wGr-kers went to -the tabte along the

wall where three people who were blind were seated. The workers from the

back took the three work-ers -with vjsual-Pt'()~s by the arm and gt:Jided them to

the break room (field notes).

The workshops resembled small factories with different types of piece

work being accomplished. The workshops had very -basic furniture. Most of the

work was conducted on long tables with approximately six workers sitting at

each. One of the dk-ectors of -a ·rural wer-k-shep explained: "Because of limited

funds, it is difficult to purchase equipment necessary to employ more or provide

different jobs; the offices her-e do -not eveR -have basic computers for

administrative work". Some of the agencies did have very technical machines

being operated by those with -developmental disabilities. The -agencies met

safety standards and had safety equipment in areas where It was needed. All

the agencies had specific polic~s -aboot-ftr-e-ss-e..ooes-especially-as t.t-leyrelated to

safety issues, such as no open toed shoes. I recorded in my field notes, ... on

the wall just before -entering the -workshep t-her-e -was a bulletin board. Ther-e

was a dress code policy hung by thumb tacks, and there were several pictures of

individuals under a sign ''employee -of the month". In the bookcase in the

director's office are manuals about OSHA requirements. I'm shown a closet

where emergency and safety equipmeRt are stored (field notes). There were

regularly scheduled breaks and lunch times and the directors discussed the

bonuses that were sometimes given or parties or trips when contracts were

completed on time.
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The six facilities that were observed were given a score of one point for

the following factors set forth by Wolfensber-ger (1972): a real work

environment with specific policies in place for dress and safety; choices

concerning types of jobs to be performed; -;Rter-act~GOs between supervisors and

subjects was that of supervisors and employees; and work was marketable.

None of the twelve agencies -offered mintmtlm wage, but rather piece -rate was

paid. This wage rate is set by the department of labor and they prOVide a

detailed method of establishing.pay rat-e-s ·fGr-those-who dopiec-e work. -None of

the agencies received a score for minimum wage rates. Additionally, only one

of the agenc~es had integrated employment-and that was very minimal (only two

workers), so no score was given to any of the six agencies for integrated

employment. For each -of -these six ageRC~s·a sc-ore of 4 was .given out of a

possibility of 6. These "points" were just an arbitrary way of recording the

different characteristtcs of normal .wor-k -env~rooments ·as set forth by

Wolfensberger (1972). None of these concepts were given any more significance

than the other.

Perceptions of Work Environments by the Workers

Tables 2 through 5 pr-esent part-ictpant r-esponses to the questions on the

job satisfaction interview related to choices of jobs, wages and job environments.

Each of these responses will be -discussed and -the tables w-ith the ·frequencles

and percentages will follow.

Choices

For slightly more than three-fourths of the subjects (75.7% ), they

believed there were many Gtffer-ent -chokes Gf jobs-available to them. Of those

who did not feel there were different jobs available or they didn't want different

jobs, their comments give some instght as t-o some of the reasons:
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" My doctor sets limitations for me."; "1 don't want a different job. I get

Saturday and Sunday off."; "Jobs are hard to come by"; "It's just the same old

thing"; "My wheelchatr keeps me from jobs."

When asked if they chose to work at the particular workshop, 45.9% said

that decision was made by someone else. The different people listed who made

the choice was as follows: family members, directors/case managers, or friends.

Relationships with Supervisors

All but one (2.7%) of the workers felt they at least got along with their

supervisor. Over half (59.5) stated they "got along" great with their supervisor.

Management style was OK for 48.7% of the employees, and 45.9% felt they

were treated good. Some of the comments were: "1 try and get along with

everybody." "I like her." "He treats me Uke a son" "She helps us if we need if'

"1 like her a lot". Additionally, 91.9% of the employees felt they could ask the

supervisor for help and 83.80/0 said their boss was available. Two consumers

(5.40/0) felt the supervisor was around too much and two (5.40/0) felt the

supervisor was not available.

"Regular" job environment

The consumers were asked if they felt the job th~y were doing was a

"regular job". A little more than half (54.10/0) believed that it was. Some of

their comments were: "It's a regular job here; I'm treated like an adult, 1

get paid." "This to me is important here; I frel like they depend on me"; "Yes,

we send stuff to Hobby Lobby"; "This is a real job, but outside job is where I'd

like to work"; "This seems like a regular job, we seU sawdust and pa*ltes".

There were two people interviewed that seemed particularly concerned

that their job in the workshop shoWd be considered "real work". One man came

in to interview that was in his mid twenties. He looked to be older with his

thinning hair, but he was nice tooking and you would not suspect he had any
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disabilities. He wore wire--r~mmed -glasses. While 1observed him at the workshop

he was sealing bags using a special machine. The supervisor looked his way and

turned to me and said "he ~s ORe -of our -t>est-wGr-kers". Dur-iAg -his inter-view -he

commented he could do all the jobs at the workshop. He sat up straight as he

talked, with a sense of pride iR -Ris aGility. -He'-3ISQ -has a job ~n t.f:le· community

wrapping napkins around silverware at a local restaurant. He mentioned he

doesn't like the superviSGr the-re: ''.he's ar-oond ·too ,much". The work€r also

mentioned he has to do his community job on saturday. Another man in his

40s explained: "1 turned down the job-at slJbway aRd the litter crew; it's -pretty

rough". He was the same gentlemen who said that he likes helping handicapped

because he is handicapped.

There were 17 workers (45.9%) who felt their job was not "regular",

Most expressed that outside {integrateQ~ jobs were regular to tRem. several

mentioned work at fast food places and one stated cleaning at a hotel was

regular. One of the women said: "·No, it's -Rot -to -me; Wal-Mart, K-Mart, those

are regular jobs; 1 don't know if they're helping me find one". A man

commented: "This is not a regular -job, -but ~t's tralRing for outside work".

There were two workers who did not have developmental disabilities but

had been employed by one of the wor-kshops to help with the wor.J< for one of

the contracts. One was a 21-year old female who was a college student. She

had been employed by the workshop since Mar<:h, 1999. "I'm treated the same

as everyone" she said. "1 was afraid to work here, at first, I had concerns; but

now I know these are real people, they are aeults; 1 like the wor-k because

there's flexible scheduling around my school schedule; seems like everyone here

finds their niche; I like working on the same job". The other woman was a 32

year old female who had heard about the needed help from a relative who is a

supervisor at this shop. She's been employed 5inc~ -November, 1998. "I IDee the
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job." she said. "It's changed my attitude. I was scared, I didn't know how

'they' (the workers with -disabilities) wookl -r€ad:. They'r-e reaHy not much

different than me. There is some changing jobs and there's time for social

interactions. Some are easUy distracted." -At 1unch, both of these workers sat

with the other employees, not with the supervisors or at a separate table.

Wages

Despite the fact the employees were not earning minimum wage, just

slightly more than half {§1.30/o) said -their -wages were enough -or mor€ than

enough for them. Their responses reflected that the waes they received had

enabled them to live more ~ndependent~y -and -pur-e-hase things -beyond just bask:

necessities. One older man said: "1 live with my best friend; I got my own

telephone". Another 45-.yaar -old -man -has been -able to Uve by -himself since

1989. I described him as someone who was proud and carried himself well. He

talked about his apartment and -being -aGie to be wjth his friends: "I have severa'

friends; they come over for BBQ; here I can be by myself and be independent".

A 48-year old woman stated: "I used -to 1ive-·iR-the state school; now I have my

own apartment, and I work and get paid". She began smiling.

In response to the {Juest~ -about -ra~ses, 27.0% of the consumers had

received a raise or bonus while 56.8% stated they would not get a raise. One

young man expressed: "I wish I made more, but I'm on 5S1 now, and If my

checks go higher I lose it; I feel liked I'm getting screwed money wise".

Job satisfaction on State Use Contracts

There were sixteen questions that addressed job satisfaction jncluding

relationships with co-workers, feelings at work, enjoyment of the type of work

and how they liked their job Over half of the consumers felt happy at work

(59.5%) and conSidered their job fun (51.4%). Nearly three-fourths of the

workers (72.9%) stated they liked their job. Relationships with co-workers were
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primarily OK (59.5%) rather than great(35.1%). Less than 30/0 however, stated

they were treated meanly or not very well. Quite a few workers (48.7%) said

they liked their job a lot, and 40.5% -felt it was ~t least OK. On~y 2 workers

(5.40/0) stated they did not like their job.

Just over half of the workers (51.49/0) -wished they could learn more new

things, while 43.2% expressed they were learning enough new things on their

jobs. More than half of the employees were happy with tt-te number of -hours

they worked (51.40/0) and the time of day (67.6%). For qUite a few of the

workers (32.4%) said this was the only job they had, and 37.90/0 felt their

present job was better than their previous one. Many were very satisfied with

the time given for breaks and lunch (75.7% ), and 59.50/0 felt that there were

enough opportunities to get together with co-workers after work. One older

woman in her early fifties made -an jnt-erest~ng comment about getting together

with co-workers. She had been employed at the workshop since 1985, 14 years.

"I don't usually go with them after work I've been with them all day. I like

being with someone else, like my church friends."
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Table 2

Responses to Choices About Jobs by Frequency and Percentage

Responses Frequency Percent

Nobody gets different jobs 4 10.8

I won't get a different job 2 5.4

There are plenty of different jobs 28 75.7

I don't want a different job 1 2.7

I would like a different job 2 5.4

24. Did you choose this job?

yes 20 54.1

no 17 45.9

25. Who chose it, if not you?

families 6 35.3

case managers 3 17.6 .:

supervisors/directors 4 23.5
.,

unknown 2 11.8

teachers 2 11.8
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Table 3

Responses to Relationships about Supervisors
by Frequency and Percentage

Questions -Responses fr-equencies PerceAtages

4. Do you feel that you and
your boss get along: great 22 59.5

OK 14 37.8
not very well 0 0
no answer 1 2.7

5. Does your boss treat you: good 17 45.9
OK 18 48.7
badly 1 2.7
no answer 1 2.7

6. If you have a problem
could you: ask for help 34 91.9

rather not 0 0
find someone else 0 0
no answer 3 0

7. Do you feel the boss is: available 31 83.8 .
not available 2 5.4
available too much 2 5.4
no aRswer 2 5.4
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Table 4

Responses About Job Environment
by Frequency and Percentage

Question

21. Does this seem like a
regular job to you?

Table 5

Response

yes
no

Frequency Percentage

20 54.1
17 45.9

Responses to Wages and Raises
by Frequency and -Percentage

Question Response Freque~ Pe~en~

1. Is the money you earn
from your job: more than enough 6 16.2

enough 13 35.1
not enough 17 46.0
unknown 1 2.7

2. Since you have worked
.,

here, do you expect a raise 2 5.4
won't get a r-aise 21 56.8
received a raise 10 27.0
no answer 4 10.8
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Table 6

Retponses to Job Satisfect:ion
by frequency Ind Percentage

Question Response Frequency Percentage

8. Are the people you wor1< with: nice 26 70.3
all right ::, 1a.9
mean 1 2.7
no answer 3 8.1

9. Do you feel you and your
co-wor1<ers get along: great 13 35.1

OK 22 ""59.S
not very well 1 2.7
no answer 1 2.7

10. Do your co-workers treat
you: the same 31 83.8

differently 3 8.1
very different 0 0
no answer '3 8.1

11. How do you feel at wor1< happy 22 59.5
OK 8 18.9
lonely 5 13.5
both 1 2.7
no answer 1 2.7

12. During lunch and break do you
spend enough time 28 75.7
wish more time -S 13.5
wish less time 1 2.7
no answer 3 8.1

13. After work do you go out tDgeltIer
spend enough time 22 59.5
wish more tIme 9 24.3
wish less time 3 8.1
no answer 3 8.1

14. Do you feel your job is fun 19 51.4
fun/boring 11 29.7
boring 7 18.9

15. Do you enjoy the kind of
job you do? a lot 18 48.7

OK 15 40.5
don't like 2 5.4
no answer 2 5.4

16. teaching you new things? enough 16 43.2
wish more 19 51.4
wish less 0 0
no answer 2 5.4

17. How do you like the number
of hours you work? enough hours 16 43.2

wish more 19 51.4
too much 0 0
no answer 2 5.4
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Table 6 (con't)

Responses to Job Satisfaction
by Frequency and percentage

Question Response Frequency Percentage

18. Do you like the time
you worl<?would like different time 10 27.0

same time 2S 67.6
no answer 2 5.4

19. How easy is it to get
to your job? easy 26 70.3

hard "9 24.3
transp. problem 1 2.7
no answer 1 2.7

20. Do you like your job? yes 27 73.0
OK "3 '8.1
no 4 10.8
no answer 3 ~U

22. How do you feel about yoor job?
best job 1could get
OK for now
different job
no answer

7
.11
16
3

18.9
29.7
43.3
8.1

23. Do you like this job as wetlClS previous job?
yes, I like this job more
no, not as much
like the same
only job
no answer

26. What things do you like best about yoor job?

14
-4
2

12
5

37.9
10.-8

5.4
32.4
13.5

"Get breaks and get to visit."
"I do some work alWan1Jlarf'
"I like it, cause 1do"
-Doing air filters, tOOse-are-the best things"
-I like it, it's a job:
"paid"
"everything"
The best thing is 1have lots of friends here"
"wor1<ing hard"
"The assignments are good, 1don't have to do the
same old boring thing"
"WOl1<.ing here"
"my job"
"get away from home"
"putting filters together, 1caught on pretty quiCk"
"helping people"
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Chapter 6

Summary and Discussion

Economic Outcomes

Employment provided

The results of the economic outcomes of this study are based on the

surveys returned by the coovenient quota sample of the 48 agencies using state

use contracts (N=12). These results suggest that Oklahoma's State Use Law has

had a significant fffipact on employment -opportunities for people with

developmental disabilities. The agencies (N=12) were able to prOVide 541

people with developmental {jisabWties diverse opportunities of wage work to fill

the state use contracts. Believing this to be representative of the population,

that is an estimated 2,220 people who were provided with employment directly

resulting from this law. For the rural areas, people employed on state contracts

represented 23.9% of the to~ employees and for urban areas it was 32.10/0.

The literature seems to suggest that unemployment for people with

developmental disabilities is still slightly over 50% for this populatk>n

(McGaughey, Kierman, McNally and Gillmore, 1993; Kirby, 1997). This problem

can be more fully understood from the personal perspective. Mrs. Effte Ballard's

(1999) interview reflected the impact of unemployment for the person with

developmental disabiUties and their famffies. Mrs. Ballard mentioned the concern

for Gontinu~ personal growth and social interaction for her daughter without

employment and the inabmty tQ return to teaching for herself. Accor<1ing to the

president's report in 1996 "there is an estimated 20.3 million families who have

one family member with a disability". This reftects a substantial portion of
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families in our country who nave -a family .memOOr who is unemployed. Based on

the Normative ideology the free market system has failed for these individuals

and their families. Government ~ntervention -e-GRt-inueS to be ReCessary (Tresch,

1982).

Wages

The individuals who worked on state use contracts earned approximately

$400,000 in monthly income, ($180 per -month/per individual work-er),enabling

them to live more independently and enjoy many things typical of others in our

society. The comments« tne -wor-k€rs suooest-ed -t-hat this Has -had a -positive

impact on their quality of life. They mentioned such things as owning their own

phone, having friends over for 88Q, being in t-heir -own apartment and being able

to work and get paid. Additionally! they included that their jobs enabled them to

help others and to feel needed. The literature -ref1eGted that -t-hese feelings were

important for people with and without developmental disabilities (Rothman,

1998; Freedman and F-resc-G,1996; -Guilf~r-d County Area Mental .Health, 1998)

These results seem supportive of Wolfensberger's (1972) theory that more

normal liVing and working -envirooments WGyld -pr~v.Jde improved -quality of life.

Oklahoma's State Use Law has helped contribute to this through increased

employment opportunities for people with developmental disabiHt~e-s ~n both -rural

and urban settings.

State and Federal Benefits

There has also been positive economic benefits to the state and federal

government. By rest-ricting purchases of Aeeded goods and servic-es to agencies

employing people with developmental disabilities, Oklahoma's State Use Law has

enabled an estimated 2,548 work-ers to no longer require supported employment

(adjusted by the 637 workers represented by 25% of the agencies). Had these

workers continued on subsidized -emptoyment, it would have c~st -an estimated
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$11.6 million annually. These funds may now be used to support and train

others with disabilities; or some of these funds are now able to be allocated in

other areas of state needs.

Furthermore, just over 100 workers are estimated to be off public

supports, reducing federal expenditures by an estimated $651,500 annually

(adjusted by the 26 workers represented by 25% of the agencies whose public

supports were $583 monthly). These results are similar to the results of the

outcome based evaluation of Oregon's State Use Law. Although not as many

workers were able to -get completely off government supports, Oklahoma had

almost 200 more workers to achieve unsubsidized employment (Orcutt, 1994).

Diversity of Jobs

The jobs provided, the environment they were provided in, the

relationships between supervisors and work~s and the job satisfaction interviews

were conducted in a stratified subset by size and location of the sample agencies

(N=6). The information was -gathered by observations, informal interviews with

directors and supervisors, data information sheets provided by the directors and

interviews with the wor-ke-s with developmental disabilities. The agencies in

most cases, provided the researcher with a list of the different state contracts

that were filled by their agency. Great~ than 300 different state contracts are

being completed by those with developmental disabilities through the various

agencies. They indude janitorial wor-k, landscaping, recycling, roadwork,

making heating and air filters, proViding mail service, and other varied types of

work.

MacEachen and Mundy (1996) found in their ethnographic study that

being able to make independent decisfoAs was important f{)f' people with

developmental disabilities. Wolfensberger (1972) also listed the ability to choose
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one's job the first characteristic of "RGrma~" WoR< environments. Oklahoma's

State Use Law has provided workshops with a great variety of jobs even in the

rural areas. It has ~nc-reased -tRe -opJX)lt-lMlities -f{)l' .people with develGpmental

disabilities to learn new skills and develop a sense of pride and accomplishment

about their work. It is ·interest~1lQ .tQ -nGte ~R comparing tRe ·-beliefabGut the

availability of different types of jobs from the researcher's perspective and the

perceived -reality of th~s for t-he wor-kers.-was·very ·~milar. Just-over-three.fol:Jrths

of the subjects (N=3?) felt there were many different jobs available from which

they could choose within t-heir -workshGps. ..f-or jl:Jst under half of the sl:Jbjects

(45.9%), however, they were not able to choose the specific workshop or

community employment opportunity -they -WaRted. This seems to -fesult frGAl

several factors. One of the employees interviewed mentioned her wheelchair

seemed to prevent her from having ·Qjffe-r-ent jobs. This researcher knows two

ladies with developmental disabilities living in a group home. These ladies attend

the same church and Sunday SChool" ;lass with her. They both live in -a group

home, and all the people at the three group homes owned by one agency work

at the same workshop. This seems due t-o the fact It makes it easier for

transportation and with schedules (they all are able to go to work and come

home at the same time).

Work Environments

The work environments have been impacted by the type and quality of

government contracts they have beeR given. Each of these workshops have

marketable goods and services to produce that require certain standards and

deadlines. One of the employees mentioned a specific time deadline that when

they worked hard and met the designated time they were given the rest of the

day off. Of the six agencies observed ~t was noted theY provi~ 4 of the 6
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characteristics for normal work awirooments as set forth by Wolfensberger

(1972). Although not integrated and not paying minimum wage, the workshops

provided a work atmospher€ with -specifIC policies and regulations. IAteractions

were observed of supervisors and workers that were supportive and

encouraging. Marketable 900ds were produc-ed and services pr"-ovfded. These

workshops had specific policies in place about dress and conduct and there were

safety regulations and Spec.if1C equipment -pr&k1ed for jobs that r-equir-ed them.

Choices

Wolfensberger's first premise of normal work environment was that

consultation be available about the type of work desired and -choices about

specific workplaces. This study suggests that in the workshops where there

were state use contracts ther-e was enough var-ietyof jobs to perform that the

workers felt they had different choices available to them (75.70/0). MacEachen

and Mundy (1996) found in their ethnographic study that being able to make

independent choices was important to people with developmental disabilities.

Slightly over half (54.1%) did not choose their specifIC workplace. This

researcher has observed from her interviews as a research assistant that there

are family concerns that may keep individuals in sheltered workshop settings and

the practical limitations of transportation, schedules and staffing concerns that

may have contributed t{) this lack of speciffC job -choice. Sioc€ specific work

places are so limited at this time, it seems imperative that there continue to be

diversity and choice within workshops. This study suggests that State Use

Contracts have helped to increase choices for people with developmental

disabilities.
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Marketable Goods

The work environment was considered from both the researcher's and

worker's perspectives. Both the researcher -aAd -worker believed the work was

marketable. The researcher was told the goods and services were being

produced for government agencies, such as link€'" Air Force Base, Department

of Education, Department of Human services, mail contracts for the state, and

recycling and road maint€Aance. several {)f the workers mentioned they knew

their work was marketed: "We do stuff for Hobby Lobby"; "We sell our palates

and sawdust". There was a sense of pr-ide -and c-ommunityintheir -expr6sions

about their jobs and their products that were sold. This research study suggests

that these workers f€eJ personal pride, satisfaction and sense of accomplishment

with work that to some might seem very repetitious and boring. This was

supportive of Freedman aAd Fresk{)'s (1996) study with focus groups of people

with developmental disabilities and Rothman's (1998) study involving those

without disabilities.

This can be understood from the interactionlst perspective. Cooley(l964)

recognized the important contributk>n that ~nt€ractk>ns with others have on the

self. Meanings and values are exchanged and the ideas and opinions of others

then are accepted or rejected by the individuaL The composite of the thoughts

of others comes to form what Cooley called "the looking glass self" (Ritzer,

1983). Mead talks about the two parts of the self that help provide

understanding of this concept. Mead stated the Me is the expressed self

incorporating the understandings, expectations and meanings common to the

social group. The I responds and decides to change or alter the expressed self

(Ritzer, 1996). These internalized meanings and values of others was expressed

several times by the subjects in this study. They shared their feelings of being

important and needed. Their work roles pr{)vided them with these opportunities
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for this type of interaction. Some ,of their c'OmmeAts were: "I'm t-r-eate(j 4ike ,an

adult, I get paid"; "This to me is important. I feel like they depend on me";

"I'm helping handicapped because I am handicapped". In my field notes I also

noted that several workers helped those who had vision impairments to come to

the break room during break.

Relationships with Supervisors

Wolfensberger (1972) also induded r-elatioAships with -supervisors -as an

important part of work environments. People with developmental disabilities

who resided in ~ institutions were often placed in the role as someone who

needed to be cared for and protected (Trent, 1994). Therefore, Wolfensberger

felt that people with developmental disabiUt-ies should not just be "plac~" in

workshops where this role was continued, but rather they should actually be able

to perform marketable work and be treated and given certain expectations as

that of a worker. This was accomplished, significantly, by the type of work

expected from their contracts. These government contracts -have certain

standards and expectations. Although there Is no competitive bidding, the work

must meet certain standards. The importance of the work and the deadlines

that had to be met were recognized by the supervisors and the workers, giving

them a sense of pride and accomplishment when goals wer-e met. The f6ults

from the workers interviews suggest that they felt they were treated like

workers and had fairly positive relationships with their supervisors. Several

comments from the workers included "we all pitched in together"; "I'm treated

like an adult"; "I'm helping handicapped bec-ause I am handicapped". Several of

the directors and supervisors discussed the dependability of the workers and the

quality of work they did.

As a researcher with limited observation time for interactions, I felt that

the relationship between supervisors and workers were supportive and positive.
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The majority of workers expressed this as welt Just over half (59.50/0) stated

they got along great with their supervisors. An additional 37.8% said their

relationship was satisfactory. Just uOOer half (45.9%) felt they wer-e tfeated

good, and 48.7% stated they "got along" with their supervisors. The highest

percentage of responses wer-e €Specially favorable for the ability to ask the

supervisor for help when questions or problems arose, and that the supervisor

was easily accessible. Even -wUh limited time, the feeling of a positive

atmosphere seemed similar from both the worker's and researcher's perspective.

Job satisfaction

There were sixteen questions that addressed the issue of job satisfaction.

Overall, the workers felt very satisfted with their work. It was interesting

comparing this study to the one conducted by Parent and Kregel (1996) who

used this same satisfaction questionnaire with 110 individuals in supported and

competitive employment. The results will be reflected with Parent and Kregel's

study first and then this study's results. Wages were said to be enough or more

than enough for 62.8% and 51.3% in these studies. In regard to relationships

with supervisors, both studies had low per<:entages of those who had negative

relationships .9% and 0%. Specific items related to relationships and co-workers

were also similar. The subjects in both studies felt the people they worked with

were nice 70.9% and 70.3%; felt happy while at work 55.6% and 59.5% ; and

expressed that they enjoyed the type of work they did 61.80/0 and 48.7%.

Similarities were also seen in the workers who felt their job was fun 46.4% and

51.4%. Some of the highest percentage of responses were regarding the time

for breaks and the time schedule for work. There were 73.5% , and 75.7% of

the subjects who expressed they had enough time for breaks and lunch, and

85.5% and 67.6% of the workers felt the day time schedule was good.
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Additionally, 86.4% and 7Q.3%·of the st:lbjects felt it was easy for them to

obtain their jobs. There were some significant differences in results. In Parent

and Kregel's (1996) study 90% expressed they lik€d their job a -lot, whMe only

48.7% expressed that in this study. Raises were received by 53.70/0 in

competitive employment while only 27.0% receved raises in the -segr-egated

settings. Those in community employment also chose their job 87.30/0 of the

time, while those in the workshop only chose it 54.1%. Addit-ionaUy, 71%

stated they like the community job more than their previous one, while only

37.9% expressed they lik€d the sheltered wor.J<shop more. It is important t{) note

that there were 32.4% of the individuals in this research study that were young

adults. Many had not held previous joGs. One signifICant differenc-e was

observed in favor of the sheltered workshops. Regarding the availability of

different jobs there were 41.2% who felt there were different jobs available in

the community and supported employment settings, while 75.70/0 felt different

jobs were available to them in the workshops that had state use contracts. This

research seems to suggest that many of the subjects in the sheltered workshops

using state use contracts are satisfted with their jobs and have more choices in

the type of jobs available than supported or integrated employment.

These findings seem to support that what many researchers and theorists

believe is an important outcome of employment opportunities for people with

developmental disabilities, specifically integrated -employment {WeRman, West,

Kregel and Kane, 1996; Parent and Kregel, 1996), is not necessarily the wanted

outcome for the people with developmental disabilities themselves.

Chadsey-Rusch and Unneman (1997) found that social integration, which has

been stated as a desired outcome, found that it {joes not always -occur when

persons with mental retardation are working alongside coworkers who do not

have disabilities. It also differs mthe perceptions between the workers and the
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job coaches. Just saying -hi or having -an e<c-hange of informal .greetings was

viewed by the job coaches as social integration and acceptance while this was

not consieered acceptaAC-e to astgnifiCaAt -degr-ee by the workers. "It is

important to hear from the youths themselves about their beliefs regarding social

integration, because the nat-ure of this sensitive and personal t'OPiC dictates that

those affected by possible decisions should have a voice in expressing their

beliefs" (p.2).

This research study suggests that there have been very positive social

interactions for those -in segregat-ed employment settings. The workers

themselves expressed that working with others with developmental disabilities

have made them feel needed: "I am workjng with -handicapped, because I am

handicapped". Their jobs within a segregated environment was mentioned as

less stressful and offered them daytime hours and no weekend work. Many

expressed these were important benefits for them. Additionally, some in the

segregated settings had more diffICult or technicaJ jobs to perform giving them a

sense of pride and accomplishment. The workshops seemed to offer more

choices than those in the community. This was e<pressed by the young mao

working at the restaurant folding napkins around silverware, the gentleman who

chose not to work at Wal-Mart because of the stress, and the man who turned

down the job at a fast food restaurant. Chandsey-Rusch and Unneman (1997)

felt the question to be addressed is shooldn't those most affected be aUowed to

decide the important outcomes?

Symbolic Interactionism in its premises and methodology emphasizes the

importance of understanding how individuals "define" their situation and that

researchers must learn through observations, interviews, letters and historical

documents the meanings {)f actions and objects to the actors. The individuals in

this study expressed the reality of their world of segregated employment. Unlike
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the researchers and theorists, these individuals found many positive aspects of

the sheltered environment. A5 they int€ract€d with their felkwi workers they

found positive interactions and meaning to their work. While almost half of the

individuals expressed the <lesire to have integrated -employment, the ether half of

the subjects were very specific about the positive aspects of sheltered work.

This researcher believes that people witfl developmental -disabilities -should be

allowed to have the choice. Some would want to force their idea of the best

environment on the work€rs with devebpmental disabilities, and -eliminate

sheltered workshops because they are not integrated. It is hoped that this

research will provide some insight of the feelings and desires of the people with

developmental disabilities and the things that are important to them in workplace

settings.

The purpose of this study was to be an evaluation of the outcomes of

State Use taw that woukt incorporate a mor-e indusive look -at the results of this

policy. It was to include the feelings and ideas of those who have been most

affected by this decision. Oklahoma's State Use -Law seems to have provided

positive outcomes in all of the areas that were explored. Economically It has

shown to have provided a signifiCant number of jobs and these jobs are quite

diverse. This has enabled more job choices as well as jobs that require high

standards and expectatioAs. The goods that must be delivered are marketable

and wages while not meeting minimum standards have enabled these workers to

have more independence and to serve in a valued role. While most of these

jobs are provided in a segregated setting, this was expressed as a positive

environment for over half of the workers. This study seems to suggest that

positive social interactions and feeling needed and important were perhaps the

more important characteristics for job satisfaction than mffiimum wage or

integrated employment. It would be beneficial for further studies to look at
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other segregated work places to see if results are similar without state use

contracts.

Oklahoma has had returned benefit from the implementation of this law.

People with developmental-{ji5asilities Rave -more-money to spend in Oklahoma

providing revenue back to the state and the places of employment now can buy

goods and services from other ..prov~ders -ooedeQ-m these ReW WGI"-k c-ontracts.

Over 600 workers in the sample have gotten off subsidized employment and 26

individuals are no longer on any government suppGrts. Furthermore, this taw has

provided substantial improvement in the quality of life of the individuals it serves.

This study indicates there is value ~n -e--DRgOOed support and-implementation of

Oklahoma's State Use Law allowing people with developmental disabilities to

meet their goals and desires through meaRir-lgfY~work opportunities.

Limitations of the Study

This study utilized a <:-onvenient-qoot-a sample for the SHl'Vey.portion of the

study as well as the observations and interviews. Additionally, the people

interviewed had to be their own -gYard~n-aRd c-ognitively able to participate in an

interview; this prevented random sampling. Those agencies that did not have

state use contracts we-re.not incIYded-wmc-h pr~vent€d compar·isc)Rs. The -sample

size of individuals interviewed in each agency was too small to provide

statistically significant comparisoos -Gf -aRswers -between those -six agencies.

Since the work environments were similar in the four characteristics of normal

work environments set -fooh 9y Wolf-ensberger (1972) the subjects were just

studied collectively as a group.
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Survey of the State-Use Program (SUP)

Size of Organization: total number of individuals with developmental
disabilities employed (including contract and noncontract work) _

Location of facility: Rural or Urban ----
detennined by size of nearest town: rural nearby town < 6000 people

I. Total number of individuals with developmental disabilities employed on
all contracts negotiated under Oklahoma's State Use Law as of 6/30/1998.

2. Total number of individuals with disabilities who received public fimds
and transition from the SUP to competitive employment (i.e. emplOYment that
is not subsidized by payments from DDSD, or other public sources) in the
calendar year 1998.

3. Total number of individuals with disabilities involved in the SUP who
attained unsubsidized employment and received no support, or limited
support (job coach, tax credits) from DDSD, or other public sources in
calendar year 1998. _

4. Total wages received for work performed in the SUP in June, 1998
# of employees _
total wages $ _

5. Taxes paid in June, 1998 by people employed in SUP:
a) Federal $ d) work comp $ _

b) State $ e) other $ _
c) FICA $ _
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Letter' to Agencies

Carol A. Minton
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, OK

Contact Person
Organization
Address

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am a graduate student at Oklahoma State University and I have been asked
by Georgia Lynn and Nils Richardson to conduct an evaluation of Oklahoma's
State Use Law. Evaluation of outcomes of state policies has become an economic
reality. The information will be used in presentations to the Legislature, other
public policy makers, and public purchasers, and will be used in my thesis in
completion of the Master's degree.

Enclosed is a survey that asks you to provide aggregate, financial information for
your sample number of employees actually working on state use contracts.
Actual names and addresses of organizations will be kept confidential utilizing
only approximate size of agency and irs location as rural or urban.

Additionally, this evaluation will include interviewing individuals (who are their
own guardian and willing to participate) in order to obtain their feelings and
experiences in this type of employment. Further, I will be observing (in a corner,
or unobtrusively) to help me gain understanding of the work environment.
Including interview time, this evaluation should take from six to twelve hours;
one to two work days.

Your cooperation is essential to help determine the economic benefit (if any) for
people with developmental disabilities and the reduction (if any) of public
spending by the state. Each organization has been selected from a stratified
sample of agencies using state use contracts.

If you have any questions please contact Georgia Lynn, Contracting Officer at
405-521-4474, or Carol Minton at 405-359-6320. Thank you for your help in this
matter.

Sincerely,

Carol A. Minton
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Consent Form

I agree to allow Carol Minton to ask me questions about my job. I
understand that this will take about 15 minutes and I will be given a can of
pop ofmy choice to drink during the interview.

I understand that I do not have to answer these questions, but I am
choosing to participate. I realize that Carol will not tell anyone my name, but
just my age, and sex, and types of disabilities and use everyone's infonnation
together from this shop.

I understand that I can stop answering questions whenever I want. I
understand that my choice to do this interview or not do this interview will
not effect my job.

I understand that my answers will provide legislatures and other people
who are interested information about how people with developmental
disabilities feel about their jobs.

Signature ----------------

Witness -----------------

Date

I certify that I have personally explained all elements of this form to the
subject and hislher representative before reqll~sting these signatures.

Signed _

Carol A. Minton
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Script Requesting Participation

carol Minton is a graduate student at Oklahoma State University. She is

interested in finding out how our employees feel about working and the type of

work they do. It will take about 15 minutes of your time and you will be given a

soft drink during the interview. No only will know what your answers will be and

no one has to participate. If you get tired, or do not want to answer any more

questions you may stop at any time. It is your choice to participate. These

interviews will be used to help the state legislature's know about how people

with dev~opmental disabilities like the types of jobs they do. ptease raise your

hand if you would like to participate in this project. carol may not have time to

interview everyone who volunteers. Thank you for your help in this Jl)a.tter.
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Job Satisfaction Interview

Demographics: age:
sex:
gender:
how long employed at this job?

Introductory questions for reliability
a. Do cats fly?
b. Do dogs bark?
c. Willch one of the people are sitting down?
d. Which one of the people are standing up?

1. Is the money you earn from your job
a. more than enough for you?
b. enough?
c. not enough

2. Since you have worked here, do you
a. expect a raise sometime
b. think you won't ever get a raise
c. have already received a raise
d. not reported

3. Some people think about getting a better job. What do you think?
a. Nobody here gets to move to a different job.
b. Some people get different j~bs here, but I probably won't.
c. There are plenty of different jobs in this company for hose who
want to change jobs, including me.
d. not reported

4. Do you feel that you and your boss get along
a. great?
b.O.K.?
c. not very well?
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5. Does your boss treat you
a. good, couldn't ask for anything better
b. all right, no different than anyone else?
c. badly, different from all of the others?

6. When you have a question or problem about your job
a. can you ask your boss for help?
b. can you go to your boss for help but would rather not?
c. do you have to find someone else to help you out?

7. Do you feel that your boss
a. is always available when you need him or her?
b. is not available as much as you would like?
c. is around more than you would like him or her to be?

8. Are the people you work with
a. lice
b. all right
c. mean

9. Do you feel that you and your co-workers get along
a. great
b. OK?
c. not very well?
d. not reported

10. Do your co-workers treat you
a. the same as everyone else?
b. somewhat differently than other employees
c. very different from other employees?
d. not reported

11. How do you feel when you are at work?
a. I feel lonely at work
b. I'm happy because I can see my friends
c. I feel OK at work, nothing special
d. not reported
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12. During lunch and break, do you
a. spend as much time with co-workers as you would like!
b. wish you could spend more time with co-worker?
c. want to spend less time with co-workers than you do?
d. not reported

13. When people from work get together or go out after work, do you
a. go along with them as much as you would like?
b. wish you could get together with them more often than you do?
c. want to go out with them less than you do?
d. not reported

14. Do you feel that your job is
a. a lot of fun
b. sometimes boring and sometimes fun
c. boring most of the time

15. Do you enjoy the kind of work that you do
a. I like my job duties a lot
b. My job duties are OK.
c. I don't like my job duties

16. Would you say that yOUT job is teaching you how to do new things?
a. I am learning as many new things as I would like to
b. I would like to be able to learn more new things at work
c. I wish I did not have to learn as many new things at my job

17. How do you like the number of hours you work?
a. I wish I could work more or less hours.
b. The number of hours I work is fine
c. I would like to work different hours

18. How do you like the time of day you work?
a. I wish I could work earlier or later in the day
b. I wish I could work at a different time of day
c. The time ofday that I work is fine
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19. How easy is it to get to your job?
a. very easy, no problem at all
b. sometimes I miss work because of transportation problems
c. I worry a lot about transportation problems

20. Do you like your job?
a. yes
b.no
c. somewhat

21. Does this seem like a regular job to you?
(If not, what do you think a regular job is?)

22. Which of these statements says how you feel about your job?
a. This is the best job I could get
b. This job is OK for now
c. I wish I could have a different job

23. Do you like this job as much as what you were doing before working
here?
a. yes, I like this job more
b. no, not as much
c. I like them both about the same.

24. Did you choose this job?
a. yes
b. no

25. ( Ifno on question 23) Who decided you should work here?

26. What things do you like best about your job?
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